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Social Intelligence for the Future of Social Business
In anticipation of the second annual Pivot Conference, which is dedicated to 
representing the present and future of Social Business, the Pivot team’s goal was 
to find new and cutting-edge ways to drive its own market research and analysis. 
Pivot selected NetBase to power three different projects: developing content, 
lead generation, and benchmarking. “Overall, the day-to-day operations of Pivot 
Research and Analysis drastically streamlined and improved thanks to NetBase,” 
said Mike Edelhart, CEO of Pivot Conference.

Developing Content that Matters to Consumers 
The Pivot team set up a custom dashboard within NetBase to analyze trending 
topics in social media over the past year. “Because of NetBase’s efficient 
caching of a year’s worth of social data, Pivot Research was able to identify 
a rising trend on social and create an engaging and informative infographic 
within a week of the news event,” said Edelhart. Having built a customized 
NetBase dashboard with interactive widgets such as Share of Buzz timelines, 
Net Sentiment timelines, and word clouds identifying key conversation drivers, 
the Pivot team was able to quickly ascertain a general discomfort among social 
media users with Twitter’s API changes.  In the past, research and development 
on a Pivot infographic had taken a minimum of two weeks, but “with NetBase, 
Pivot’s ability to quickly turn around informative graphs from recent events was 
greatly improved. NetBase offers information in a variety of easily exportable 
spreadsheets and pre-rendered graphics, so design and layout times were 
cut drastically as well,” said Edelhart.  By powering the project with NetBase 
dashboards and ensuing insights, the Pivot team was able to cut their research 
and development time by 79%, while still producing a graphic that was shared on 
social networks 30% more than previous graphics put out by the Pivot team.

Driving Lead Generation
For their second projects, this time focused on the Sales and Marketing depart-
ments, the Pivot team set up four different topics within NetBase: “Social Brand,” 
“Social Business,” “Social Enterprise,” and “Social Marketing, then examined them 
over the past year. Using different data visualizations from the NetBase library 
of dynamic widgets, sales and marketing teams were able to do a deep dive into 
subsections of individuals within each of the four terms. For examples, the ability 
to cross-reference metrics and widgets  allowed the Pivot teams to develop a list 
of target brands that consistently came up in consumer conversations under the 
topic of “Social Enterprise.” “The entire process – from keyword to cross-ref to 
lead generations – took roughly 30 minutes,” said Andrew Nealon, Technology 
Director for Pivot. The NetBase platform also generated leads for the conference 
itself, focusing on specific shares of Pivot’s content in Twitter using the timeline 
and feed widgets. That helped the Pivot team secure two net new Pivot ambas-
sadors and hit the targeted goal of conference attendees two months faster than 
in earlier years. The amount of time spent generating leads in social was down 
12%, while the number of leads generated during the same time period was up 
33%.

SOCIALLY TURBO-CHARGED CONTENT, LEADS AND BENCHMARKING
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Competitive Insights Informs Conference Programs
Crucial to the three pre-conference projects was the Pivot team’s ability to 
benchmark themselves against competition in similar technology communities. 
Consistent benchmarking and monitoring from the NetBase dashboard allowed 
the Pivot community team to track their own growth, as well as that of their 
competition, against concrete goals. “NetBase’s above-industry-standard 
filtering and sentiment analysis allowed our team to track our communities’ 
overall attitudes about the conference, our agenda, content and various 
partner programs,” said Edelhart. Armed with these insights, the team was 
able to hone their programs for the conference into an even stronger and 
more valuable format. On a weekly basis, the Pivot community team was able 
to save an average of four hours that would ordinarily be spent on manual 
internal benchmarking and competitive intelligence. “Not only did NetBase 
allow Pivot researchers to save time,” said Edelhart, “but the data reported 
was more valuable to more internal departments than ever before. Pivot will 
continue to rely on NetBase for vital information and benchmarks, as well as 
lead generation and sales support.”

The NetBase Solution
NetBase enables progressive brands and agencies to see their brand through 
the eyes of their consumers and take a data-driven approach to support their 
most important business initiatives. Recognized as a leader in enterprise social 
listening by Forrester, NetBase is proven to increase revenue, reduce cost, 
improve productivity, and manage risk. With the NetBase platform:

•  Instantly surface global insights across the social web, spanning 199 
languages from over 200M sources

•  Understand every post in real-time, surfacing sentiment, emotions, behaviors, 
and much more with NetBase Patented Language Processing 

•  Make instant and accurate decisions by integrating social media data with 
business KPIs in real-time NetBase LIVE Pulse dashboards

•  Mange risk by being the first to know and quick to respond with the most 
comprehensive Alert Suite

•  Receive best in class on boarding, support, and consulting services across 
your entire organization

NETBASE BENEFITS:
• Leader in Social Analytics -   
   according to Forrester
• 99.5% customer satisfaction rate
• 9X faster than competitors
• 70% more accurate than 
   competitors
• Fastest growing social analytics 
   company

NetBase is the award-winning 
social analytics platform that 
global companies use to run 
brands, build businesses, and 
connect with consumers every 
second. Its platform processes 
millions of social media posts daily 
for actionable business insights 
for marketing, research, customer 
service, sales, PR, and product 
innovation.
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